
I. DOES IT WORK? 

 

Success of idea is 100%.  Proposed solution blocks all illegal phone calls and permits legal calls to 
complete connections.   ALL phones are protected, including mobile, wire and VoIP.  My evidence is the 
FTC Rules and Regulations.  It’s illegal for all phone companies to transmit illegal phone calls.  The said 
phone companies sell access to illegal phone callers and allow illegal phone callers access to their 
networks and devices.  So it’s up to all said companies to block illegal phone calls.   All said companies 
are aiding and abetting illegal robocallers and violators of the DO NOT CALL List.  They are using 
computers to commit crimes.  All said companies are making money from illegal phone callers.  Illegal 
phone callers cannot adapt to the scheme because they have no means to place illegal phone calls.   

 

II. IS IT EASY TO USE? 

Consumers won’t notice any changes so they don’t need to learn anything.  Scheme is unrecognizable to 
consumers.  This scheme blocks 100% of illegal phone calls.  Consumers will benefit because they will 
not answer any illegal phone calls.  This scheme is highly efficient. Consumers do not participate to make 
mistakes.  Consumers will not notice any difference to their calls.  Consumers will be satisfied because of 
no illegal phone calls for them to answer.  This solution will not bother people with disabilities. 

 

III. CAN IT BE ROLLED OUT? 

This idea incorporates all said companies to not give services to illegal phone callers and block all illegal 
phone calls.  This idea is what changes have to be made for the idea to work.  This idea has current 
technology to function today. This idea does not need the market place to function.  This idea is for all 
said companies to block illegal phone calls from the trunk of the tree and screen legal calls to go through 
to the consumers which are the branches of the tree.  Illegal phone calls will be stopped at the roots of 
the network tree before travelling through trunk (networks and devices) to the branches which are 
consumers.  The forest of trees represents the many networks and devices of all said companies which 
are treated as individual networks and devices but interconnect with each other to form a forest of trees 
(all said phone companies networks and devices).  This idea can work with minimal adoption.  
Deployment is economically realistic and immediate.  All said companies can block illegal phone calls 
immediately.  They know who their illegal phone callers are.  They sell services to them.  They are their 
customers.  This idea can be put into production immediately.  Worldwide cooperation is up to all said 
companies.  Benefits are immediate and predicated upon all said companies. 

 

IV.  FUNCTIONS OF SOLUTION, IN GENERAL 



The FTC must implement and enforce the policies, rules and regulations regarding all illegal phone calls 
by extending it to all phone companies.  If all phone companies deny services to all illegal phone callers 
the illegal phone calls will cease.  In the event that any and all phone companies provide services to 
illegal phone callers, then that phone company is just as guilty as the callers themselves.  As to how to 
detect all illegal phone callers by all phone companies, it is up to all phone companies to implement the 
said policies to their own situation.  All phone companies must screen for all illegal phone calls, both 
foreign and domestic.  The FTC will reimburse all phone companies for reasonable losses of verified 
profits of disconnections of phone lines or air for a reasonable amount of time thereafter said 
disconnections.  So for the DO NOT CALL List and all illegal robocalls, have consumers report what illegal 
phone calls get through to the phone companies.  The phone company can trace the call to see if it is an 
illegal phone call or not.  Illegal phone callers’ services are to be terminated, disconnected and/or 
blocked so said callers cannot make any more illegal phone calls.  All phone companies can screen 
consumer complaint calls as to whether said call was an illegal phone call or legal phone call before 
tracing said call whether an illegal robocall and/or other phone call violating the DO NOT CALL List by 
criteria set by FTC.  If the phone call is illegal than the phone caller is guilty.  All phone companies 
already have complaint call centers.  If phone companies do not comply, they can be fined until in 
compliance.  If consumer does not get said company cooperation the said consumer can call the FTC for 
action.  The liable phone company is the one where the illegal phone call originates as the source of the 
call and responsibility of said phone company.  All said phone companies must work together in 
enforcing and complying with FTC policies, rules and regulations.  If illegal phone callers do not comply 
with phone companies then said companies can turn them in to FTC for further actions.  Criminal and/or 
civil actions can be taken by FTC.  All phone companies can tell call centers by the services said centers 
want.  All phone companies’ call centers can tell the complainers if the call was legal or illegal.  All said 
companies need to verify call centers with FTC in order for FTC to grant a renewable license to virtually 
eliminate illegal phone calls.  Fees for FTC license go to offset payments to all said companies for lost 
profits.  For function of solution the whole submission has to be taken in its entirety.  

 

V. HOW SOLUTION WOULD FUNCTION, IF IMPLEMENTED 

All phone companies are to certify all phone call centers by said centers signing affidavits that they will 
not make any illegal phone calls.  Fees accompanying affidavits are to be paid to FTC with affidavits for 
FTC to register and license each and every legal phone call center. 

If any illegal phone calls get through to consumers then said consumers can complain to their phone 
company and said phone company is to trace and investigate said complaint.  The consumers’ phone 
company must notify the phone company where illegal calls are made from for investigation and 
disconnections of services.  Illegal and legal phone call centers are to be investigated and disconnected 
whether if said call centers are placing illegal phone calls.   



If consumer is dissatisfied with phone company investigation or if calls continue, then consumer can 
complain to FTC.  The offending illegal calls are located at the phone company where the said calls 
originate. 

Non-compliance by any phone company can bring criminal charges (aiding and abetting crimes by using 
computers) and/or civil penalties and/or fines.  All illegal phone call centers can also be charged with 
committing crimes by computers and/or civil penalties and/or fines.   

If phone call centers are placing illegal calls then phone companies can disconnect services to said phone 
call centers. 

If phone call centers are placing illegal phone calls then phone companies must turn them in to FTC for 
further actions. 

If illegal calls are placed from outside USA then phone companies handling the illegal calls are liable.  
Phone companies can block phone numbers of illegal foreign phone calls. 

  

We are a small organization with a team of one.  Representative of small organization is John Edward 
Mulville.   

THANK YOU. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

JPM,L.L.C. by John Mulville, Manager  

JPM, L.L.C.   

 

 
 

 




